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CASE STUDY

We normally strip our floors after winter and in the fall. Both times we removed all temporary displays and endcaps before 
stripping the old coating. Then we applied multiple coats of acrylic floor finish.

In May of 2020 we agreed to install SIMIX High Shine Ceramic Floor Coating. After we stripped the old floor finish I was told not to 
expect my floors to have a high gloss. The top coat of vinyl was worn from years of stripping and the surface was extremely rough. 
After the initial strip and application of the coating the floor did not have any gloss, only a clean floor.

To say I was unhappy is an understatement. I was ready to choke my vendor, but again I was assured to be patient. The gloss 
would build over time as long as I added more coats and when I cleaned with the auto scrubber twice a week, instead of using 
a red pad we now clean with a 3,000 Grit Diamond Burnishing Pad. This would gradually smooth out the floor and enhance the 
shine. Because of our long-standing relationship I agreed to give it some time as we never wanted to strip again and we also 
wanted to stop burnishing. 

SIMIX was right! After a couple of months the shine gradually got better and better. The floors continue to stay clean with no 
discoloration and biofilm build-up. 

We have now been on the program for 16 months. We are spending less money versus when we were stripping and recoating 
with acrylic floor finish and have reduced our daily labor to maintain our floors. I am very happy with SIMIX and am glad that my 
patience paid off. I recommend SIMIX 100%.  

Mark Loskamp 
Shop ‘n Save Grocery Store, President 
Millvale (Pittsburgh), PA

Tired of Stripping and Burnishing your Floors? Then Don’t. Ever Again. Really!
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Worldwide Leader in User-Friendly Ceramic Coatings
SIMIX I KENOSHA, WISCONSIN I info@simixusa.com I simixusa.com

Switching to SIMIX is Easy

Active 24/7

Indoor Lighting 
Or Sunlight

Breaks Down: 
Germs - Bacteria 
Viruses - Mold 
Grime

Why does SIMIX have a high pH?

Viruses live and grow on surfaces that have a pH level 
between 4.8 and 9.2. While most cleaning and coating 
products are pH neutral, SIMIX Degreaser (pH 11.4) 
and Coatings (pH 12.3) create a permanent, safe, high 
pH that prevents the growth of viruses and biofilm.

With SIMIX, you can easily maintain a clean 
environment that does not support virus growth.

What is SPOT-ON?

Sustainable Photocatalytic Oxidation Technology 
(SPOT) is what we call the titanium dioxide 
inside SIMIX Coatings and Degreaser. Titanium 
dioxide is a safe, naturally occurring compound 
that reflects natural and artificial light. As that 
light is reflected, it converts water in the air into 
hydrogen peroxide, which breaks down bacteria, 
viruses, germs, mold, grime and stains.

pH Scale

SIMIX® Cleaner/Degreaser/Sanitizer 
(pH 11.4)

SIMIX® Coatings 
(pH 12.3)

other floor coatings 
and cleaners 7 – 8.5

acidic alkalineneutral
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most viruses can exist
between a pH of 4.8 and 9.2  
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1. You completely strip the floor for the last 
   time. You must remove all residue.

2. You rinse the floor thoroughly with SIMIX 
   Multi-Surface Cleaner/Degreaser/Sanitizer.

3. Smooth the floor using a diamond pad.

4. You coat with SIMIX using a pump-up 
   sprayer and microfiber mop. No specialized 
   tools are needed. SIMIX dries quickly and 
   does not have an odor, so normal operations 
   are not interrupted.

5. Autoscrub with a diamond pad to enhance 
   the shine.

Reduce slips and falls  •  Water-based | No VOCs | No odor  •  Less expensive than acrylic floor finish


